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Abstract: In this study, the influence of microstructure and buffer system on the corrosion behaviour
of Mg-1 wt. % Zn is examined. The grain size of the alloy was refined from 700 µm to under 15 µm
by rolling with varying reduction percentages per pass. The effects of the rolling procedure on the
resulting corrosion profile were analysed with immersion and electrochemical methods. Though
the rolling procedure resulted in significant grain refinement, the as-cast samples had the lowest
corrosion rate of 2.8 mm/yr, while those of the rolled samples were as high as 15.8 mm/yr. The
HEPES buffer system did not control the pH or support the formation of insoluble precipitates
as well as the NaHCO3/CO2 buffer system, leading to more severe localised pitting corrosion in
samples immersed in HEPES buffered media. While reducing grain size generally corresponds to
a lower corrosion rate in Mg alloys, this study provides evidence that other factors such as texture
and buffer system must also be considered to accurately test candidate alloys for biodegradable
orthopaedic applications.

Keywords: biodegradable magnesium; texture; buffer

1. Introduction

Magnesium (Mg) and its alloys are emerging as a promising class of metallic biomedi-
cal implant materials that are differentiated by their biodegradability in the physiological
environment. However, Mg-based alloys exhibit variable degradability, biocompatibility,
bioactivity and mechanical stability, depending on the composition, microstructure and
environmental factors [1–5]. Therefore, there is a strong need to develop more ethical
and cost-effective approaches to accurately ascertain the performance of Mg alloys in vivo
through the use of an in vitro test that aims to mimic the physiological environment [6].
The development of validated in vitro tests would also help to establish standards for
the assessment of biodegradable metals [7]. A review of in vitro and in vivo studies by
Gonzalez et al. concludes that the mechanisms of Mg corrosion in the physiological en-
vironment require significant elucidation before the development of an in vitro corrosion
test suitable for biodegradable metals will be achievable [8]. The correct combination of
simulated body fluid, buffering system and biologically relevant components is essential to
the development of an in vitro test standard that simulates the in vivo corrosion behaviour
of biodegradable metals [8].

The concentration of H+ in blood plasma and various other body solutions is among
the most tightly regulated variables in human (and animal) physiology. The pH of normal
arterial blood is controlled within a very narrow range of 7.35 to 7.45 by a combination of
buffer systems, with the most important of these being the bicarbonate (HCO3

–/CO2) and
haemoglobin buffers [9]. Typically, the in vitro study of magnesium degradation involves
the use of a simulated physiological solution (SPS) as the corrosion medium that aims to
partially simulate the physiological environment (including pH). However, in general the
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formation of hydroxide ions (OH−) during the aqueous corrosion of Mg progressively
increases the pH of the SPS above normal physiological levels. Thus, a buffering system
is required to maintain the pH at appropriate physiological levels during such in vitro
testing. Various buffer systems have been utilised in such in vitro degradation experiments
with Mg. An ideal buffer system for studying Mg degradation is sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3) in a controlled partial CO2 atmosphere due to its similarities to the physiological
system, although this system requires an external supply of CO2 to maintain the desired
concentration. Consequently, various buffers based on the zwitterionic N-substituted
aminosulfonic acids are relatively common in the Mg literature due to their relative ease of
use, long history in cell culture studies, and minimal complexation with metal ions. How-
ever, piperazinic buffers such as 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (aka
HEPES) have been shown to undergo complexation with Mg ions, leading to accelerated
corrosion of Mg [10,11]. Furthermore, HEPES appears to interfere with the formation of
insoluble salts that normally act to slow the corrosion rate of Mg compared with that of
the NaHCO3/CO2 buffer system [10–15]. Although there are some limited studies of Mg
ion complexation with the buffer system, a survey of the literature shows that there is
little understanding of how microstructural variations may influence the relative effects of
the buffer type on the corrosion rate of Mg alloys. Studies of the combined effects of the
microstructure (grain size, crystallographic texture, deformation structure, etc.) and buffer
type on Mg corrosion are lacking.

Thermomechanical processing (TMP) by rolling, extrusion or drawing has been widely
used to influence the corrosion resistance of Mg alloys. For example, there is experimental
evidence that grain refinement of the microstructure leads to increased passivation of
Mg [16]. Other microstructural features of Mg alloys such as grain size and morphology,
secondary phase content and distribution, crystallographic texture, and dislocation density
may also be altered by TMP, thereby increasing [17–22] or decreasing [17,23,24] the corro-
sion rate. For instance, Mg alloys typically develop a strong deformation texture in the form
of a (0001) basal plane texture normal to the rolling direction (RD) [25]. The development
of a basal plane texture can then influence the bulk corrosion resistance of Mg since (0001)
planes exhibit a higher corrosion resistance compared to the 1120 and 1010 planes [26–30].

Published studies on the effect of the buffer type (and pH) on the corrosion of Mg
alloys in vitro are largely restricted to as-cast (AC) materials. In the present work, the buffer
type and microstructural evolution are both considered in evaluating the corrosion be-
haviour of as-cast and rolled Mg-1 wt. % Zn in vitro. Zinc (Zn) is an essential trace element
in the human body and plays a role in many physiological functions [31–33]. Zn additions
(1–5 wt. %) increase the corrosion resistance of Mg through grain refinement, although
the composition that gives the lowest corrosion rate is debated in the literature [16,34–39].
Consequently, the binary Mg-Zn alloy system has been examined extensively as a potential
degradable biomaterial [35–55]. The overarching objective of this study is to elucidate inter-
actions between the microstructural parameters and media buffer and how this interaction
potentially influences the corrosion behaviour in a simple Mg-Zn binary alloy.

2. Experimental Procedures
2.1. Alloy Preparation

High-purity (HP) Mg (Timmenco Ltd., Toronto, ON, Canada) and zinc (Sigma Aldrich,
Auckland, New Zealand) pellets were combined in a mild steel crucible of 60 mm diameter
and a height of 140 mm. The inner surface of the crucible was coated with boron nitride (BN
HARDCOAT®, ZYP Coatings, Oak Ridge, TN, USA). Melting was performed in a 10 kW
vacuum induction furnace (Induktio GmBH, Ljubljana, Slovenia). The furnace chamber
was evacuated to ~0.01 bar, then filled with instrument grade argon (>99.99% purity, BOC,
Auckland, New Zealand) and allowed to continuously flow throughout the casting process
at 0.4 L/min. The alloy was heated up to 700 ◦C and held for ~20 min under a constant flow
of argon. The melt was then delivered under argon into a 90 × 120 × 13 mm (w × h × t)
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preheated (400 ◦C) mild steel mould. The nominal chemical composition was verified by
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) (Table 1).

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt. %) of the as-cast binary Mg-Zn alloy.

Mg Ca Zn Mn Fe Cu Ni Pb Sn

Bal <0.002 0.99 ± 0.09 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.001 <0.002 <0.002

2.2. Thermomechanical Processing

AC samples were homogenised for 8 h at 350 ◦C and water quenched. The AC material
was then subjected to warm rolling to give a total thickness reduction of ~75–78% (Table 1).
The AC material was reheated to 350 ◦C prior to rolling, while the actual rolling temperature
was ~250 ◦C as measured by a thermocouple imbedded in the billet. The plates were rolled
at a constant speed of 17.3 m/min, using rolls with a diameter of 460 mm. The number
of rolling passes was varied from 2 to 4 to give percentage reductions per pass of 30, 40
or 50%, designated as R30, R40 and R50 (or RX), respectively (Table 2). The plates were
reheated to 350 ◦C for 20 min between each pass. Samples were cooled in air following the
final rolling pass.

Table 2. Rolling schedule for the investigated samples.

Sample (RX) Plate Thickness (mm) Reduction per
Pass (%)

Total Reduction
(%)

Initial After 1st
Pass

After 2nd
Pass

After 3rd
Pass

After 4th
Pass

R30 13 9.1 6.4 4.5 3.1 30 76

R40 13 7.8 4.7 2.8 - 40 78.3

R50 13 6.5 3.3 - - 50 75

2.3. Microstructural Characterisation

Samples were ground with 240, 400, 600 and 1200 grit SiC paper and then polished
with 9 and 3 µm diamond slurries in preparation for electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).
The final polish was achieved with a colloidal silica suspension (Beuhler® Master-Met,
Lake Bluff, IL, USA). High purity ethanol (99.5%) was used to clean the samples between
polishing steps. A nitric acid solution (1 mL nitric acid, 20 mL acetic acid, 60 mL ethylene
glycol, and 19 mL distilled water) was used to etch the samples. Finally, samples were
ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol and either immediately imaged or stored in a desiccator.
EBSD was performed with a HKL Nordlys EBSD detector (Oxford Instruments, Abington,
UK) attached to a JEOL JSM-6100 SEM (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) operating at 20 kV at a
working distance of 15 mm. Texture analysis was performed with AZtec V 3.2 and Tango V
5.12.62 (Oxford Instruments, Abington, UK). A misorientation angle of 15◦ was used as the
threshold to differentiate high angle from low angle grain boundaries [56]. Recrystallised
fractions were obtained from the Tango software which uses a grain orientation spread
(GOS) function to distinguish recrystallised grains from deformed grains. GOS is calculated
by averaging the difference in orientation between each pixel in a given grain and the
average orientation of the entire grain.

2.4. Corrosion Measurements
2.4.1. Mass Loss Measurements

Samples were cut into 7.5 × 7.5 × 2.5 mm blocks using a TechCut® 5 precision saw
(Allied High Tech Products Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA). All surfaces were ground
sequentially with 240, 400, 600 and 1200 grit SiC paper. Earle’s balanced salt solution
(EBSS) (Sigma Aldrich Co., Auckland, New Zealand) was used as the SPS and buffered
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with either 5.96 g/L of HEPES (99.5% titration, H3375, Sigma Aldrich Co., Auckland, New
Zealand) or 2.2 g/L NaHCO3. The underside of the specimen was coated with an epoxy
resin (EpoFix Resin, Struers, Cleveland, OH, USA) prior to testing to avoid non-uniform
corrosion induced by the static conditions. An EBSS volume to specimen area ratio of
40 mL/cm2 was used for all tests [8]. Corrosion products were collected from the surface
of corroded samples and placed in a Petri dish using a plastic scraper for analysis after
5, 10 and 15 days. The remaining corrosion products were removed from the specimen
surface by immersion in a 2 M chromic acid solution (200 g/L CrO3, 10 g/L AgNO3) for
30 min. The mass loss corrosion rate (CRm) in mm/yr was calculated using the following
equation [57]:

CRm =
∆W × ρ

A × t
(1)

where ∆W is the change in mass, ρ is the equivalent density of the respective alloy, A is the
surface area of the sample exposed to the media and t is the immersion duration. Mass loss
measurements were performed in triplicate.

The pH of the media was initially adjusted to 7.4 and then measured daily (Seve-
nEasy™, Mettler-Toledo Inc., Columbus, OH, USA). The pH stability of the buffered EBSS
systems without immersed samples was also verified using blanks. Mass loss measure-
ments in HEPES-buffered EBSS were performed in a temperature controlled (37 ± 1 ◦C)
water bath, while measurements in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered EBSS were carried out in a
temperature-controlled (37 ± 0.5 ◦C) CO2 incubator (MCO-20AIC, Sanyo, Osaka, Japan).

Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) was
used to analyse the chemical composition of dried corrosion layers removed from the
surface of specimens. A total of 9 scans were performed per specimen using an ALPHA
FTIR Spectrometer and OPUS software (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) over the wavenumber
range of 400 to 4000 cm−1 (resolution of 1 cm−1). Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) of the corrosion layers was also performed with a JEOL IT-300 SEM (JEOL Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan), Oxford EDS detector (Oxford Instruments, Abington, UK), and AZtec V 3.2
software (Oxford Instruments, Abington, UK).

2.4.2. Electrochemical Measurements

Samples were cut into 15 × 15 × 3 mm blocks. Sample surfaces were prepared by
sequential grinding with 240, 600 and 1200 grit SiC paper, with rinsing in pure ethanol
and drying carried out between grinding steps. A three-electrode flat cell setup (Princeton
Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN, USA) was used for potentiodynamic polarisation (PDP)
tests that were carried out at 37 ± 0.5 ◦C and pH of 7.40 ± 0.05. A saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) and a platinum mesh were used as the reference and counter electrodes,
respectively. 1 cm2 of sample surface area (working electrode) was exposed to 300 mL of
EBSS buffered with either 5.96 g/L HEPES or 2.2 g/L NaHCO3. PDP tests using the HEPES-
buffered EBSS were carried out on a bench top in air, while those in the CO2/NaHCO3
buffer were performed inside a CO2 incubator (MCO-20AIC, Sanyo, Osaka, Japan) with a
5% CO2 atmosphere. Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a BioLogic®

VMP-3Z potentiostat and EC Lab V 10.44 software (Seyssinet-Pariset, France). Specimens
were allowed a settling time of 15 min to allow the open circuit potential (OCP) to stabilise
prior to testing [58]. Each specimen was subjected to a minimum of three linear polarisation
scans at a scan rate of 1 mV/s from −250 mV to + 500 mV vs. OCP to ensure reproducibility.
The corrosion current (Icorr) was estimated from Tafel analysis of the polarisation curves
and was used to calculate an average corrosion rate (CRi) in mm/yr using (simplified from
ASTM G102) [59]

CRi = 22.85 × Icorr (2)

The electrochemical experiments were performed on the surface perpendicular to the
normal direction (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Representative inverse pole figure (IPF) maps of AC and rolled samples reflecting the
relationship between the crystal plane normals and the surface normal: (A) Schematic of map
locations with respect to the RD, (B) AC, (C) R30 parallel to the RD, (D) R30 normal to the RD, (E) R40
parallel to the RD, (F) R40 normal to the RD, (G) R50 parallel to the RD, (H) R50 normal to the RD.

3. Results
3.1. Microstructural Evolution of Warm-Rolled Mg-1 wt. % Zn

Warm-rolling of Mg-1 wt. % Zn resulted in a significant refinement of the grain size
compared to the as-cast material. The average recrystallised grain sizes of AC, R30, R40
and R50 were 500–700 µm, 10.6 ± 5.3 µm, 12.0 ± 6.8 µm, and 6.6 ± 3.3 µm, respectively
(Table 3).

Table 3. Grain size and percentage recrystallisation of Mg-1 wt. % Zn as a function of the reduction
per pass.

Sample Grain Size (µm) Recrystallisation Parallel
to RD (%)

Recrystallisation Normal
to RD (%)

AC 500–700 - -
R30 10.6 ± 5.3 80 50
R40 12.0 ± 6.8 95 40
R50 6.6 ± 3.3 85 65

Warm rolling created a preferred texture throughout the rolled samples. Inverse
pole figure (IPF) maps were generated using EBSD to display the grain orientations of
each sample (Figure 1). The surface parallel to RD displayed a strong (0001) basal texture,
whereas the surface normal to the RD displayed a prismatic texture. A detailed examination
of the variation of texture through the thickness of the rolled plate shows that the (0001)
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basal texture features at the top and bottom surfaces of the plate, while pyramidal and
prismatic texture are more prominent toward the centre of the plate (Figure 1).

3.2. Corrosion Behaviour of AC and Warm-Rolled Mg-1 wt. % Zn
Combined Effects of Buffer System, Immersion Time and Thermomechanical Processing

Specimens of AC and R50 were covered in a dark corrosion layer following 1 and 10 d
of immersion in the NaHCO3/CO2 buffered EBSS, indicative of OH species [38,46,55,60]
(Figure 2). In contrast, specimens of AC and R50 immersed in HEPES buffered EBSS after 1
and 10 d present a bare metal surface, without the presence of the dark OH layers (Figure 2).
Ca and P-rich precipitates partially covered the surfaces of all samples after 1 d, although
the AC specimen in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered EBSS exhibited considerably less (Figure 2). A
non-uniform coverage of white precipitates was observed on the surface of AC after 10 d of
immersion (Figure 2). Pitting corrosion and the formation of white precipitates on the warm
rolled Mg-1Zn was concomitant with either buffer system after an immersion time of 10 d.
The surfaces of R30, R40 and R50 were covered in a layer of white precipitates (Figure 2).
Upon further inspection, pitting was observed beneath the white precipitate layer.

Figure 2. Photographs of the as-corroded surfaces of AC and RX as a function of immersion time and
buffer system in EBSS.

The corroded surfaces of the samples were subsequently analysed after removal of
the corrosion products with chromic acid (Figure 3). AC immersed in either of the buffer
systems exhibited the least pitting (Figure 3a). Pitting of the AC sample was observed
after an immersion time of 5 d when using the HEPES buffer, whereas no pitting of the
AC sample with the NaHCO3/CO2 buffer was observed up to immersion times of ~15 d.
Pitting was observed on the surfaces of R30, R40 and R50 after 5 d of immersion regardless
of the buffer system used (Figure 3b–d). Further, the spatial distribution of pits was more
uniform on the surfaces of R30, R40 and R50 when immersed in EBSS with a NaHCO3/CO2
buffer compared to that with the HEPES buffer. The depth of the pits of R30, R40 and
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R50 immersed in the HEPES-buffered EBSS was also significantly greater than that in
NaHCO3/CO2.

Figure 3. Photographs of the corroded surfaces of (A) AC, (B) R30, (C) R40 and (D) R50 following
immersion testing after 5, 10 and 15 days in HEPES-buffered or NaHCO3/CO2-buffered (CO2) EBSS.
Corrosion products were removed from the surfaces with chromic acid.

3.3. Mass Loss Results

AC specimens exhibited lower corrosion rates than RX samples over all immersion
time intervals. The corrosion rates of AC in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS were 1.62, 1.02
and 3.44 mm/yr after 5, 10 and 15 d, respectively (Figure 4). AC samples in HEPES exhibited
corrosion rates of 2.48, 2.51 and 2.77 mm/yr after 5, 10 and 15 d, respectively. These results
are comparable to those of Cai et al. who observed a corrosion rate of 2.01 mm/yr for AC
Mg-1Zn immersed in SBF for 5 d [36].

All RX specimens had relatively similar corrosion rates after 5 d in NaHCO3/CO2-
buffered EBSS. The corrosion rates of R30, R40 and R50 after 5 d in NaHCO3/CO2 were
22.38, 19.03 and 20.50 mm/yr, respectively (Figure 4). However, there was more variation
in the corrosion rates of RX samples immersed in HEPES-buffered EBSS. R30, R40 and R50
had corrosion rates of 15.18, 17.47 and 54.87 mm/yr, respectively, after 5 d in HEPES.

After 10 d the corrosion rate of all RX samples immersed in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered
EBSS decreased from the rate measured after 5 d. The same trend was observed for R40
and R50 immersed in HEPES-buffered EBSS, however, the 10 d corrosion rate of R30 was
higher than after 5 d.
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Figure 4. Mass loss derived corrosion rate results for AC and RX samples after 5, 10 and 15 d
immersion in NaHCO3/CO2 and HEPES buffered EBSS. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

The corrosion rate of RX specimens in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS increased be-
tween 10 and 15 d, while there was no obvious trend for the specimens immersed in
HEPES-buffered EBSS. The corrosion rate decreased between 10 and 15 d for R30 and R40
immersed in HEPES and slightly increased for R50.

Although corrosion studies of rolled Mg-Zn alloys are lacking in the literature, the
corrosion rates of all RX samples were much higher than those reported in the literature for
similar alloys systems that underwent thermomechanical processing. Li et al. observed
a corrosion rate of ≈ 1.8 mm/yr for extruded Mg-1Zn-0.2Sr immersed in SBF without a
buffer [61].

3.4. Analysis of Corrosion Products from Immersion in EBSS

Figures 5 and 6 display elemental EDS maps taken from the transverse plane following
immersion in NaHCO3/CO2 and HEPES-buffered EBSS after 1 and 10 d immersion for AC
and R50 specimens, respectively. Pitting corrosion was not visible on the surface of the AC
specimen immersed in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS after 1 d, whereas pits up to ~250 µm
deep were visible for the specimen immersed in HEPES-buffered EBSS (Figure 5). After
10 d immersion the pitted regions extended up to ~500 and ~150 µm for the AC specimens
in HEPES and NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS, respectively. Furthermore, the O-rich region
extended up to ~200 µm past the base of the pitted regions in HEPES buffered specimens
after 10 d. Conversely, the pitted regions in the AC specimens in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered
EBSS lack the presence of the O-rich region extending into the base metal. The precipitation
of Ca and P were present on specimens in both HEPES and NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS
after 10 d. However, the Ca and P were deposited towards the surface of the pitted region
in HEPES-buffered EBSS, while they were observed to be closer to the base of the pit in
NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS.

Short term immersion (1 d) of R50 in EBSS resulted in similar surface corrosion layers
and pitting, regardless of the buffer system used (Figure 6). The pitted regions of R50 were
up to 200 µm deep after short term immersion (1 d) in both NaHCO3/CO2-buffered and
HEPES-buffered EBSS (Figure 6). The thickness of the Mg/O-rich layer around the pit grew
to ~200 µm in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS with immersion times up to 10 d, while that in
the HEPES-buffered EBSS increased to ~1000 µm into the base metal (Figure 6). The shape
of the pits on the surface of R50 in HEPES-buffered EBSS were narrower after both 1 and
10 d immersion.
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Figure 5. Scanning electron micrographs and corresponding elemental EDS maps taken from the
cross-section (transverse plane) of AC as a function of the buffer system and immersion time in EBSS.

Figure 6. Scanning electron micrographs and corresponding elemental EDS maps taken from the
cross-section (transverse plane) of R50 as a function of the buffer system and immersion time in EBSS.

A dual-layered coating was observed on the pits of R50 samples after 10 d immersion
in both HEPES and NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS. The dual-layered structure was com-
posed of a Mg/O-rich base layer and Ca/P-rich upper layer. The Ca/P-rich coating was
distributed homogeneously over the entire surface of RX samples that have been immersed
in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS for 10 d (Figure 6). In contrast, the Ca/P-rich coating
on samples immersed in HEPES-buffered EBSS for 10 d was present almost exclusively
on the surface in smaller amounts. (Figure 6). Similarly, Torne et al. demonstrated that
pitting in pure Mg was decreased in a NaHCO3/CO2-buffered medium due to an increase
in CaP precipitation after the initial formation of the MgO and Mg(OH)2 layers [12]. Cor-
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rosion resistance was decreased for samples that were immersed in a HEPES-buffered
medium due to the instability of the MgO and Mg(OH)2 layers, and increased diffusion
of aggressive chloride ions [12]. The corrosion morphology described above for R50 is
consistent with observations of R30 and R40. EDS maps of R30 and R40 can be found in the
Supplementary Materials.

The FTIR spectra of the corrosion products of AC and RX after an immersion time
of 15 d exhibited an absorption band at 3690 cm−1, indicating the presence of hydroxide
groups associated with Mg(OH)2 (Figure 7) [62]. The corrosion products collected from
AC and RX were also composed of carbonates (CO2−

3 ) due to the presence of absorption
bands at 875 [63] and 1415 cm−1 [12]. RX samples immersed in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered
EBSS yielded the most prominent carbonate bands.

Figure 7. FTIR spectra of corrosion products collected from the surface of specimens immersed in
EBSS for 15 d.

3.4.1. Effect of Buffer Type and Microstructure on the pH of the Corrosion Medium during
Immersion Testing in EBSS

Generally, the average pH of the corrosion medium increased above the physiological
range of 7.4–7.6 over the first 48 h of immersion testing (Figure 8). The pH of the medium
then began to decrease after 48 h of immersion testing (Figure 8). The average pH of the
HEPES-buffered EBSS containing the RX samples increased to over 10, while that in the
NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS increased to ~8.5. The pH of the medium containing the AC
material increased to ~7.7 and ~7.9 with the NaHCO3/CO2 and HEPES buffer systems,
respectively. Overall, the pH of the EBSS during the immersion testing of the RX samples
was significantly lower when using the NaHCO3/CO2 buffer compared with using the
HEPES buffer. R30 and R40 displayed a significantly lower pH in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered
EBSS than in HEPES-buffered EBSS between 2 and 10 d immersion. R60 samples did not
display significant differences for immersion times longer than 2 d, as data collected for the
sample in HEPES buffered EBSS had a large margin of error. The pH of the EBSS during
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the immersion testing of the AC material remained the lowest amongst all samples when
using the NaHCO3/CO2 buffer.

Figure 8. Average pH of EBSS as a function of the immersion time and buffer system for AC and
RX samples buffered with HEPES (left) and NaHCO3/CO2 (right). The pH stability of the buffered
EBSS systems without immersed samples was also verified (blanks).

3.4.2. Effect of Thermomechanical Processing and Buffer Type on the Corrosion Potential
and Current of AC and RX

In general, the corrosion potential (Ecorr) of the samples was slightly higher for those im-
mersed in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS than in HEPES-buffered EBSS (Figure 9). AC and
R30 in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered media had the most noble Ecorr values of −1627 ± 61 mV
and −1653 ± 6 mV, respectively (Table 3).

The Ecorr of the AC sample in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS is comparable to the
observations of Gu et al. [35]. The authors reported an Ecorr of −1609 mV for AC Mg-1Zn
immersed in Hanks solution [35]. However, Gu et al. reported a more positive Ecorr for
rolled Mg-1Zn which disagrees with the results in the current work, in which RX samples
exhibited a more negative Ecorr than AC samples in the same buffer in all but one case.
The AC and R50 samples in HEPES-buffered EBSS exhibited Ecorr values of −1686 ± 7 and
−1681 ± 12 mV, respectively.

Samples immersed in the same buffer exhibited similar Icorr regardless of alloy pro-
cessing (i.e., AC or rolled), however, large differences in Icorr were observed for identical
samples in different buffer systems. Samples in HEPES-buffered EBSS displayed a corrosion
current (Icorr) of up to 7 times higher than that of their NaHCO3/CO2-buffered counterparts
(Table 4). The larger Icorr observed in HEPES-buffered EBSS compared to NaHCO3/CO2-
buffered EBSS agrees with the results of Kannan et al. [11]. The authors report that a
concentration of 25 mM HEPES in EBSS resulted in an Icorr of 28.5 ± 6.42 µA·cm−2 com-
pared to 6.25 ± 2.5 µA·cm−2 (4.5 times lower) in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS for an AC
pure Mg sample. The same concentration of HEPES was employed in the current work and
comparable increases in Icorr were observed.

The sudden increase in anodic current, referred to as the breakdown potential (Ebreak),
was observed for all samples and indicates an increase in pitting corrosion susceptibility [64]
(Figure 9). However, samples in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS exhibited an Ebreak at a more
positive potential than those immersed in HEPES-buffered EBSS, suggesting that localised
corrosion can occur more easily on the Mg-1Zn alloy in the presence of HEPES than in
the presence of NaHCO3/CO2. This disagrees with the observations of Kannan et al.
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who report a more positive Ebreak for pure Mg in 25 mM HEPES compared to pure Mg in
NaHCO3/CO2 [11]. The authors did not discuss a possible mechanism for the observed
change in Ebreak.

Figure 9. PDP curves of Mg-1Zn samples immersed in EBSS buffered with either HEPES or
NaHCO3/CO2.

Table 4. Electrochemical data from polarisation tests and 15 d mass loss corrosion rates (CRm) from
immersion tests.

Sample Buffer Ecorr (mV) Icorr
(µA·cm−2)

Icorr(HEPES):Icorr
(CO2)

CRi
(mm/yr)

CRm
(mm/yr)

AC
NaHCO3/CO2 −1626 ± 61 18 ± 5 4.2 0.4 3.4

HEPES −1686 ± 7 76 ± 3 1.7 2.8

R30
NaHCO3/CO2 −1653 ± 6 25 ± 2 3.3 0.6 15.8

HEPES −1698 ± 3 82 ± 6 1.9 12.8

R40
NaHCO3/CO2 −1708 ± 18 16 ± 1 4.5 0.4 14.3

HEPES −1694 ± 12 72 ± 11 1.6 8.7

R50
NaHCO3/CO2 −1669 ± 11 13 ± 1 7.2 0.3 11.0

HEPES −1681 ± 12 93 ± 8 2.1 11.7

Both the anodic and cathodic activity of the alloy were higher in the presence of HEPES
than in NaHCO3/CO2, as demonstrated by the shift in the anodic and cathodic portions
of the polarisation curves (Figure 9). The lower cathodic activity in NaHCO3/CO2 was
likely due to the precipitation of the CaCO3 and MgCO3 insoluble salts on the surface of
the samples, which have been identified as cathodic inhibitors [65]. The presence of these
species was confirmed by FTIR (Figure 7).
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4. Discussion
4.1. The Effect of Microstructure on the Corrosion of Mg-1Zn

Although the total rolling reduction was similar for all RX specimens (~75%), the
annealing procedure between rolling passes likely caused recrystallisation of the microstruc-
tures. Therefore, it is probable that the strain induced by the final pass dictated the character-
istics of the final microstructure. TMP Mg alloys that display a fine-grained microstructure
tend to exhibit more homogeneous surface corrosion and lower corrosion rates compared
to their AC counterparts [23,66,67]. However, even though R50 exhibited a finer grain size
than R30 and R40, no obvious change in corrosion performance was observed and the AC
samples performed the best in corrosion experiments despite having a large grain size.
Furthermore, TMP may introduce residual stresses and surface defects that can increase
the corrosion rate [20,21,68]. In this work, the rolling process produced samples with lower
corrosion resistance than the AC samples. Song et al. observed similar results a study of
the corrosion of pure Mg following equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE). In their work,
AC specimens exhibited lower corrosion activity than the ECAE specimens [20]. The high
levels of deformation resulting from ECAE increased the number of sub-grain boundaries
and dislocations, providing a greater driving force for corrosion [20]. Zheng et al. observed
an increase in the corrosion rate of Mg-2.65Zn due to tensile and compressive stresses [69].
The dislocations and twins present in the microstructure following deformation caused an
acceleration of anodic activity due to localised reductions in electrochemical potential [69].
Samples subjected to 16% compressive strain and 10% tensile strain exhibited ~2 and
1.5 times mass loss over 72 h, respectively, compared to unstrained samples [69]. In the
current study, the surface of the alloy parallel to the rolling direction was almost completely
recrystallised, while the surface normal to the rolling direction (transverse plane) exhibited
numerous twin and sub-grain boundaries which may be an indicator of residual strain. For
example, the microstructure of R30 consisted of ~80% recrystallised grains at the surface
parallel to the rolling direction, while only ~50% of grains were recrystallised normal to
the rolling direction. This may be an explanation for the increased corrosion of the rolled
samples compared to samples in the AC condition.

Another plausible explanation for the higher corrosion rate of RX samples compared to
AC samples is the presence of impurities. The mass loss corrosion rates (CRm) all samples
studied herein were higher than the reported intrinsic corrosion rate of HP Mg (0.4 to
0.8 mm/yr) [70]. The AC samples in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered media exhibited the lowest
measured CRm of 1.02 ± 0.32 mm/yr after 10 d of immersion. It is well documented that
Fe can accelerate the corrosion rate of Mg alloys due to its low solubility in Mg that can
lead to the creation of micro-galvanic corrosion cells [71,72]. However, the alloy used in
the current study had an Fe level less than 20 ppm as it was cast using HP Mg (Table 1).
Therefore, Fe contamination during rolling may be responsible for the increased corrosion
rate observed for RX samples as AC samples had no contact with the rolling mill. While the
surfaces were not examined for possible Fe contamination in the current work, the analysis
will be included in future research and 1010.

The effect of anisotropic texture evolution on corrosion resistance has been well
documented in the literature for the AZ31 alloy [26–29] and pure Mg [30,73]. The increased
corrosion resistance of the basal planes is thought to be due to their relatively high atomic
packing and stronger atomic bonding [74]. Furthermore, basal texture may assist in the
formation of a more stable passive film compared to the prismatic texture [75]. The
activation energy for dissolution of the densely packed (0001) (1.13 × 1019 atoms/m2)
plane is higher than that of the more loosely packed (1120) (6.94 × 1018 atoms/m2) and
(1010) (5.99 × 1018 atoms/m2) planes [26]. According to the literature, the basal plane
is more corrosion resistant than the prismatic planes plane due to its densely packed
structure [27,29,74,76]. However, a study by Wang et al. showed more severe corrosion on
a AZ31 sample parallel to the extrusion direction, even though it displayed more (0001)
orientated grains than the sample normal to the extrusion direction [77]. The authors
postulated that the behaviour was due to galvanic action between dissimilarly textured
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grains on the same surface. Although basal texture made up much of the surface, the
few prismatic grains that were present were thought to have acted as local anodes. In
the present work, while most of the surface parallel to the RD was (0001) textured, a few
grains orientated in the (1120) and (1010) directions were present that could have acted
as pit-initiation sites. Corrosion studies of various metallic couplings have shown that
galvanic corrosion of the system is proportional to the ratio of cathode to anode area
exposed to the electrolyte [78,79]. If a situation arises where there is a large cathodic
area and a small anodic area, the anode will be aggressively oxidised because the driving
force for oxidation is proportional to the ratio of cathodic to anodic surface areas. In the
present study, it is possible that the more noble (0001) grains acted as cathodes, while the
more reactive (1120) and (1010) grains act as local anodes. This hypothesis is based on
the theoretical dissolution rate of the grains, which predict that the corrosion of prismatic
planes is 18–20 times higher than that of basal planes [26]. Galvanic corrosion may have also
occurred between dissimilarly textured surfaces of the immersed alloys. Figure 3 shows
that corrosion initiated near the edges of RX samples where the heavily basal-textured
surface meets the prismatic-textured surface as displayed by the EBSD maps in Figure 1.

The CRm values for RX samples are significantly higher than those reported in the
literature for thermomechanically processed Mg alloys with similar compositions, but the
corrosion rates obtained from Tafel analyses (CRi) are comparable to those observed in
previous studies. For example, Li et al. found the CRm and CRi of extruded Mg-1Zn-0.2Sn
to be ≈ 1.8 and 0.5 mm/yr, respectively [61]. While the CRm are generally 2 to 5 times higher
in the present study than those reported by Li et al., the CRi values are comparable (Table 4).
Furthermore, the CRi values in the present work are similar to those observed in the work
of Cai et al. (AC Mg-1Zn, 0.5 mm/yr) [36], Chen et al. (AC Mg-2Zn, 1.95 mm/yr) [80]
and Kubasek et al. (AC Mg-1Zn, 0.92 mm/yr) [46]. Therefore, a possible reason for the
unusually high CRm observed in this study may lie in the markedly different textures
exposed to corrosion media during mass loss tests. It is well known that rolling produces
directionally dependent textures with different electrochemical properties in Mg alloys as
reported by Song et al. [26], Song [27] and Xin et al. [28] for the AZ31 alloy. On the other
hand, extrusion does not result in such severe texture anisotropy because shear forces are
applied relatively evenly around the circumference of the ingot. Therefore, the different
textures observed on the different surfaces of the RX alloys in the present study may have
caused the unusually high mass loss corrosion rates that have not been observed elsewhere.

4.2. The Effect of Buffer System on Corrosion Kinetics

The anodic and cathodic activities of the samples was higher in HEPES, as demon-
strated by the shifts in the polarisation curves (Figure 9). The simultaneous increase of both
anode and cathode reactions is known as the negative difference effect (NDE) phenomenon,
which is described in detail by Song and Atrens [71]. The decrease in cathodic activity
observed for samples in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered media was likely due to the precipitation
of CaP, and CaCO3 and MgCO3 insoluble salts on the surface, which have been identified
as cathodic inhibitors [65]. The presence of these species was confirmed by FTIR (Figure 7).
These results are in agreement with the observations of Naddaf Dezfuli et al., who found an
increase in the anodic and cathodic activity of pure Mg when immersed in HEPES buffered
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) as opposed to unbuffered DMEM [9].

The higher Ebreak, lower anodic and cathodic activity, and lower Icorr values observed
during electrochemical testing suggest that the NaHCO3/CO2 buffer provides more corro-
sion resistance compared to HEPES for the tested surfaces. There was little difference in
the results for samples immersed in the same buffer system. HEPES buffered samples all
displayed Ecorr from −1681 ± 13 mV to −1698 ± 2.8 mV, while NaHCO3/CO2 buffered
samples showed slightly more varied results, displaying Ecorr between −1627 ± 61 mV and
−1708 ± 18 mV. Although the R40 sample immersed in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered media
had the most negative Ecorr value, its Icorr was 4.5 times lower than that of R40 in HEPES
buffered media. However, this was generally not the case in the mass loss tests, where
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there was relatively little difference in the corrosion rate of samples immersed in HEPES
and NaHCO3/CO2-buffered media.

It is important to note that PDP scans only provide a snapshot of each sample’s corro-
sion activity, and as time goes on the corrosion kinetics are subject to change [58]. Therefore,
the results from electrochemical tests seldom replicate those of the immersion tests [81].
Electrochemical data was only able to be collected from the surface that was parallel to
the rolling direction due to dimensional restrictions of the corrosion cell equipment. Since
the basal texture is more corrosion resistant than the prismatic texture, the electrochemical
data collected is not representative of each sample’s overall corrosion behaviour. Corrosion
rates calculated from the Tafel analysis were significantly lower than those obtained from
15 d mass loss experiments (Table 4). Studies that have compared Tafel and immersion
testing corrosion rates for similar alloys have highlighted that electrochemical tests typi-
cally underestimate the corrosion rate of lean Mg alloys [82]. Furthermore, the derivation
of a corrosion rate from the Tafel analysis assumes uniform corrosion across the sample
surface [10], which is seldom the case for Mg alloys immersed in chloride-containing media.
Although the samples immersed in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered media experience more uni-
form corrosion than those in HEPES-buffered EBSS, all samples in the current study were
subject to a level of pitting corrosion. Therefore, the electrochemical data gathered herein is
useful for comparing anode and cathode kinetics, but the data should be treated cautiously
when it comes to the calculation of corrosion rate. The importance of utilising multiple
corrosion testing methods to analyse the corrosion profile of a given alloy is highlighted
by the contrasting results gathered from electrochemical and immersion tests. Regardless,
the data obtained is a good indicator that the pH buffer system influenced the corrosion
kinetics of the rolled samples as evidenced by the increase in Ebreak and lower Icorr for those
samples immersed in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered media.

4.3. The Effect of Buffer System and pH on Corrosion Profile

The initiation of pitting corrosion for all specimens was observed as O-rich corrosion
products extending into the base metal, consisting of MgO and Mg(OH)2. However,
Mg(OH)2 is known to be susceptible to dissolution in a chloride-containing environment,
which can lead to further propagation of the pits [12]. In the present work, the progression
of pitting was observed to be faster for specimens immersed in HEPES-buffered EBSS
compared to that in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered EBSS. Thus, the dissolution rate of the Mg/O-
rich layers within the pits appears to be accelerated by the presence of HEPES, which is
supported by the increase in anode and cathode kinetics presented in Figure 9.

The influence of pH on the formation of corrosion layers must be considered to
better understand the immersion test results. A high pH has been found to encourage the
formation of an insoluble salt layer, but HEPES is known to inhibit the formation of this
layer to some extent through increasing the ionic strength of the media [9–11]. Naddaf
Dezfuli et al. reported less CaP precipitation in HEPES-buffered DMEM than in DMEM
without a buffer, believed to be caused by the low local pH maintained by HEPES [9].
In contrast, a high local pH was observed in the current work which would typically
result in more CaP precipitation. Furthermore, Kirkland et al. found that HEPES can form
complexes with the Mg cations thereby making less Mg available for the formation of
protective layers [10]. However, the authors did not comment on the potential effects of pH
on the corrosion of pure Mg, as pH was not recorded throughout the immersion duration.

Although the HEPES-buffered samples displayed higher pH levels in the current
study, they displayed less insoluble salt precipitation than the NaHCO3/CO2 samples.
Therefore, the results suggest that the effect of the HEPES buffer is stronger than that of
the media pH in the case of dictating the precipitation of the corrosion layer. In the case
of the NaHCO3/CO2-buffered samples, the pH was maintained closer to physiological
levels but still encouraged the precipitation of insoluble salts. Although soluble hydroxides
produced by the aqueous corrosion of Mg rapidly increase the local pH [83] and support the
formation of CaP [84,85], the establishment of the passive corrosion layer is also influenced
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by the buffer system. The NaHCO3/CO2 buffer likely maintains a lower pH compared to
HEPES because it favours the precipitation of the insoluble layer more than HEPES [9,10].
The insoluble layer assists in lowering the pH by limiting the exposure of media to new
Mg-1Zn substrate and subsequent creation of more hydroxides due to chloride ingress
through the unprotective Mg(OH)2 layer [86]. The difficulty of establishing the insoluble
precipitate layer in HEPES buffered media is likely the reason that the pH of RX samples
in HEPES rose to between 9.1 and 10.2. Several studies report a lower corrosion rate for
Mg immersed in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered media than in HEPES-buffered media due to the
precipitation of insoluble species in NaHCO3/CO2-buffered media [10,11,13].

The pH of RX samples in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered media experienced a more conserva-
tive increase to between 8.2 and 8.6, which may be due to the suppression of new corrosion
and hydroxide formation by insoluble precipitates. The PDP results show a higher Ebreak
and lower Icorr for the samples buffered by NaHCO3/CO2 which supports this hypothesis
(Figure 9). This hypothesis is also supported by the EDS results (Figures 5 and 6). The
O-rich region extended past the end of the pits and into the base metal for specimens im-
mersed in HEPES-buffered EBSS, which was not observed for specimens in NaHCO3/CO2
buffered EBSS. Moreover, the location of Ca and P deposition was different samples im-
mersed in media with different buffer systems. In HEPES buffered samples the Ca and P
was precipitated close the surface of the pits, whereas Ca and P were found both in the
pitted region and on the surface in specimens immersed in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered EBSS.
The high pH seen in HEPES-buffered EBSS may be a result of continuous formation of new
Mg(OH)2 caused by a lack of protective Ca and P insoluble precipitates. This is in contrast
to the observations of Naddaf Dezfuli et al. who observed a local pH in HEPES-buffered
media close to physiological levels, which assisted in limiting the precipitation of insoluble
species [9]. However, the pH was only measured for a period of up to 1 hr compared
to 15 d in the current work. Moreover, the aforementioned study used AC pure Mg that
likely had lower energy surfaces than the RX samples studied herein due to less grain
boundary area and crystalline defects. Therefore, it is possible that the combination of a
high energy surface and the inhibition of insoluble species precipitation caused by HEPES
led to continuous formation and dissolution of hydroxides that raised the pH.

The results suggest that the formation of insoluble salts at the specimen surface is
controlled by both environmental and microstructural characteristics. Although the HEPES
buffer does not support the growth of insoluble species as well as the NaHCO3/CO2 buffer,
the AC sample buffered in HEPES showed a strong peak for PO3−

4 at 1020 cm−1. The other
HEPES buffered samples showed the least defined peaks for PO3−

4 , suggesting that the
grain refinement of the samples may be somehow further supressing the formation of PO3−

4
for the HEPES buffered samples.

The FTIR results provide further evidence that cathodic inhibiting insoluble salts such
as CaCO3 and MgCO3 were present on the surfaces of samples immersed in NaHCO3/CO2
buffer but not on the samples in HEPES-buffered EBSS. This is corroborated by the defined
peaks at 875 cm−1 for R30, R40 and R50 immersed in NaHCO3/CO2 buffered media, which
were not as visible for those samples in HEPES buffered media (Figure 7).

4.4. Considerations for the In Vitro Screening of Mg Alloys for Biodegradable Applications

Failing to characterise the texture and resulting corrosion profile of all surfaces on
a specimen may give a false indication of corrosion resistance of the bulk material. This
has important implications for designing orthopaedic implants because all surfaces of the
device will be in contact with body fluids in vivo. Furthermore, it is evident that further
development of biodegradable Mg implants should focus on alloying and processing
procedures that limit texture evolution and may result in severe pitting due to micro-
galvanic corrosion. EBSD or X-ray diffraction (XRD) should be utilized to examine the
texture of the surfaces to be exposed to media, as precise electrochemical testing of all
surfaces may not be possible after processing due to dimensional restrictions. In the current
work, electrochemical results were only able to be collected from the rolled surface. The
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cross-sectional surface was found to have a markedly different texture than the rolled
surface, which likely influenced the overall corrosion behaviour of the rolled samples in
immersion tests. However, the corrosion kinetics of the cross-sectional surface were not able
to be characterised due to dimensional limitations of the electrochemical cell. Researchers
should consider these factors during experimental design so that the corrosion mechanisms
can be fully understood.

5. Conclusions

The corrosion behaviour of Mg-1 wt. % Zn in EBSS is driven by a combination of
microstructural characteristics including grain size and texture, and environmental factors
including buffer system and pH. The combined effects of microstructural properties and
corrosion conditions complicates the development of a representative in vitro test method
and requires further elucidation for the future development of Mg-based biodegradable
devices. The following conclusions have been made from the present study.

Despite grain refinement, rolling led to more severe corrosion than in the AC state
regardless of buffer system, showing that the microstructure dictated the overall corrosion
rate in immersion tests. Further work is needed to investigate the exact cause of this.
Possible reasons include residual strain introduced by rolling and galvanic action between
dissimilarly textured grains or even between the orthogonal faces of the specimen which
displayed markedly different textures.

The total strain induced by the final rolling pass was 30%, 40% and 50% for R30,
R40 and R50, respectively. Increasing the strain to 50% resulted in a decreased grain size
compared 30 and 40%. In contrast to other studies of biodegradable Mg-Zn alloys, the
reduction in grain size did not have a noticeable effect on the overall corrosion rate.

The buffer system dictated the corrosion kinetics and pitting morphology. Specimens
buffered by HEPES were subject to more severe localized pitting corrosion due to its
inability to support insoluble precipitate formation despite a pH exceeding 10 during the
first 72 h of immersion. The CO2 buffer was able to maintain a near-physiological pH
and provided an environment that supported the precipitation of insoluble precipitates
following the formation of the O-rich layer, thereby limiting the severity of pitting corrosion.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst12101491/s1, Figure S1: Scanning electron micrographs and
corresponding elemental EDS maps taken from the transverse plane of R30 as a function of the buffer
system and immersion time in EBSS. Figure S2: Scanning electron micrographs and corresponding
elemental EDS maps taken from the transverse plane of R40 as a function of the buffer system and
immersion time in EBSS.
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